Von: Madhan Mohan Govindaswamy <….. >
Betreff: Regenboog
Datum: 17. September 2020 um 13:42:07 MESZ
An: Peter Diener <…. >
Dear Friends,
Thanks for the message.
I would like to give a small brief about the projects in the last 7 months period:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Since March last week India is under lockdown and since Sep first week there are lot
of relaxations.
All projects are suspended due to coronavirus lockdown as per the government
instruction
But we were fully involved in the corona relief works right from the March 2nd week
(even before the lockdown)
So far we have distributed over 275,000 surgical masks to the health professionals,
police, sanitary workers and some public too
Food supplies given to over 100 families so far
More than 5,000 litres of sanitisers was prepared by us and delivered to government
hospitals and police
Medicines, equipments, sanitizer dispensers, gloves, PPE, surgical caps were also
distributed to various government hospitals
Mobile library was converted as a awareness vehicle for nearly three months
Foreigners help desk helped for almost 5 months for the foreigners who got stranded
here (no money was spent for this but tremendous support was given to the stranded
tourists)
Mobile clinic medical team worked together with the government health department
for over 4 months

Evening schools:
Evening schools are remain closed as per the government instruction since March. But we are in close
contact with every student and asking them if they need any help. Food supplies also given to the
needy families. Now we are planning to give a bag to all students (containing color pencils, pen,
pencils, papers, notebooks, story book, crayons, work sheets and other materials) so that the students
can do some activities at home as per the instructions of their evening school teachers.
Mobile Clinic:
Mobile clinic team is not working in the field since August last week. But now we are offering some
treatments at office whoever comes there. Pharmacist and driver are working at the nursery, parks
and office garden since there is no other works to do. Nurse is taking care of the people whoever is
coming to office for medical treatments.
Parks:
Both parks are remain closed. But there are lot of works are going on in Science Park. The Chief
Minister visited the Science park last week and so the regular maintenance works are going on at both
parks.
ESP:
New admissions are going on under this project. Children’s school and some colleges are also asking
for fees since they conduct online classes.
Mobile library:
Mobile library also remain closed since March. Over 5,000 books are with the students which was
given to them before the covid lockdown. Our team went to the student’s houses and could be able to
collect only around 2,000 books. So the rest has to be collected from them by the last week of

September when the students comes to their school. Probably then we may start the library project in
a small phase.
In general, the coronavirus is spreading here very faster and every day the numbers are growing like
anything. Already over 5 million people are infected and many deaths also happened. I think by end of
October it will reach the peak and that time we may have to step in again in full speed to support the
people and medical professionals.
It is very difficult time for everyone here. We are trying our level best to support the community in
many ways. I am so grateful to ARS for your great support and please accept my sincere thanks for
your great support!!!
Will send some pictures through WhatsApp in the group so that all can see Peter.
Please let me know if you need any further details regarding this.
Lots of love,
Madhan

